Port Delays Sink Importers’ Plans

**SHIPPING:** Backlogs that bruised holiday sales carry into new year.

By CAROL LAWRENCE Staff Reporter

At the MegaToys warehouse in Commerce, about 650 workers should already be done filling Valentine’s Day gift baskets with plush toys from China. Instead, only about 55 people are working, filling baskets with candy as they wait for the toys to arrive.

MegaToys’ teddy bears and its other stuffed animals are just some of the countless imported goods caught up in the months-long delays at the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. While those delays were frustrating to importers and retailers trying to

Please see SHIPPING page 42

Homed In

Bel Air residents head to court to restrict big mansions

By CALE OTTENS Staff Reporter

The mansions of Bel Air once deemed extravagant can seem positively modest today. Rising prices and a robust economy have speculators rushing to develop the next generation of posh estates, some of which rival the size of shopping centers.

That’s good for builders, real estate agents and the handful of buyers able to afford such massive homes, but the trend has enraged many nearby residents – some of whom are seeking to block new projects in court – and intensified a feud within L.A.’s community of land-use attorneys.

“Conflicts are a material part to all lawyers regardless of the practice area, but it’s specifically a larger issue when you’re a land-use attorney,” said Andrew Kirsh, real estate practice chair at Century City law firm Sklar Kirsh. “If you are a developer’s counsel, a developer is not going to want you to represent a homeowners association against other developers.”

Please see REAL ESTATE page 41

YouTube Stars At Play in Suit

**INTERNET:** Fullscreen alleges ex-exec tried to poach talent.

By OMAR SHAMOUT Staff Reporter

More than millions in venture capital investments, more than the proliferation of A-list stars appearing in original programming streaming online, the one sure sign that content has become king in Silicon Beach is a full-blown fight over talent.

With millions of eyeballs and big money at stake, Culver City multi-channel network Fullscreen Inc. is facing off against its former senior vice president and head of its talent management department, Larry Shapiro, after his abrupt defection in October to

Please see INTERNET page 40

Drug Firm Eyes Healthy Future

By MARNI USHEROFF Staff Reporter

Though it went public last year, Kite Pharma Inc. sounds less like a startup and more like a thoroughbred vying for the Triple Crown.

Helmed by executives who sold their previous companies to big pharma and staffed with a slew of Amgen Inc. alumni, it’s running neck and neck with a handful of other biotech competitors to gain regulatory approval on a cutting-edge cancer therapy. Kite, which last week raised about $218 million in a follow-on offering, has more than

Please see BIOTECH page 40

Building Friction: Construction site for a 7,800-square-foot residence in Bel Air.
Former Western Shores Up Seaside Appeal

**RENOVATION:** Owner pays $13 million to upgrade look of Redondo Beach Hotel.

**T**he Redondo Beach Hotel has reopened its doors after wrapping up a $13 million face-lift.

Owner and operator Pacifica Hotels of Irvine last year closed the hotel, formerly named Best Western Sunset Hotel, to renovate and rebrand it as an independent boutique property.

The renovation included the addition of balconies for ocean-facing guest rooms, a second-floor outdoor lounge, a remodeled lobby and a large portico outside the hotel’s main entrance.

Two meeting spaces, totaling 4,633 square feet, also added to the property.

All of the hotel’s 112 guest rooms were remodeled and feature new wood furniture, luxury amenities, robes and mini-refrigerators. The contemporary décor is a stark contrast to the outdated design of the former Sunset Hotel, which had rooms featuring a floral patterned carpet.

Matt Marquis, president of Pacifica, said the remodel has helped take the property to a new level for its guests.

“Redondo Beach complements the beautiful location and comes at a time when the community itself is undergoing significant improvements,” he said in a statement.

The city recently broke ground on the new $46.6 million Harbor-Herondo Gateway Improvement project, which will include a reconstruction of the city’s parking lot at Herondo Street and Harbor Drive as well as public art, landscaping and lighting. The hotel is on Harbor, just down the street from that project.

**Fresh Location**

Fresh, a Boston brand of natural skin care and beauty products, has had boutiques in Santa Monica and at the FairFur District’s Grove shopping center for years, but now it’s expanding eastward.

The company last month opened its third location in Los Angeles: a boutique in Old Pasadena. It’s Fresh’s first domestic store to open in almost five years – the last was in Manhattan in 2010.

Alina Roytberg, co-founder of Fresh, said the new outpost will help the company expand its Southern California presence and reach a different demographic.

“This new store helps us reach another lively, diverse community north of Hollywood that has a different vibe from the rest of our L.A. locations,” Roytberg said.

The 550-square-foot boutique was designed to match Fresh’s Union Square flagship store in New York, a corner boutique with a white exterior.

With the approval of the Pasadena land-marK commissions, the company was able to paint the entire building housing its Pasadena location white, including the store façade, to replicate the New York shop.

And like its New York boutique, shoppers will be able to experience five different “desti-nations” inside the store – Kitchen Table, Sensory Bar, Lip Bar, Gift Bar and Love Bar. The Kitchen Table is where guests can sample and learn about new products; the Sensory Bar is for sampling new and discontinued fragrances that will be available on tap; and a Gift Bar will be aimed at shoppers interested in creating gift sets and having purchases wrapped.

**Revolving Doors**

New luxury fitness chain Retro Fitness opened its first Southern California location last week in Pomona. … Paris-based fashion brand A.P.C. will be opening a store in downtown Los Angeles in the spring and a Silver Lake location by early summer. … Lingerie retailer Frederick’s of Hollywood will be closing its flagship store on Hollywood Boulevard. The company moved to the space in 2005 but has lost its lease and must vacate by April 27. … Shaved-ice eatery Yoshinoya in Torrance opened a flagship restaurant near the Los Angeles International Airport last month.

**Russian Emire Looks to Build on Rubble of Ruble**

**INVESTMENT:** Hedge fund partner sees opportunities in exports, purchasing.

Ilya Kuntsevich left Russia in search of a more lucrative career path in the United States. But with the motherland’s economy on its heels after a massive sell-off of the Russian ruble, he sees opportunities in the old country for L.A. businesses and business people.

Kuntsevich, managing partner of Beverly Hills-based fund Beverly Investment Group, said a big part of the recent currency crash was a result of the Russian central bank being caught off-guard by the corpo-rate sector’s demand for dollars in the face of plummeting oil prices. The ruble’s value has declined about 70 percent compared with the dollar over the last year, as U.S. sanctions and a soft energy market have taken a toll on the heavily oil-dependent Russian economy.

That has created an opportunity for manufacture of Russian goods. “The export opportunities right now and the purchasing opportunities are huge,” Kuntsevich said. “There’s a boom in buying Russian merchandise because it’s so cheap. If you have dollars, you might buy things 30 percent cheaper than you find here.”

On the flip side, local companies that bank on Russian customers should be negatively impacted by the dramatic decrease in pur-chasing power. But not all industries will be affected equally.

“I don’t think there will be any impact at all on Hollywood movies, because they’re very popular in Russia and make big dollars on releases,” Kuntsevich said. “But tourism will be impacted significantly because Russians will not be able to afford higher airline prices.”

Kuntsevich said that the falling oil price has been a wake-up call for the Russian econ-omy, which has boomed in recent years as it did little more than sit back and collect pretax dollars. But with that safety net fraying, Russian companies will be forced to innovate – or else. And despite the country’s historic reputation for shoddy airplanes and cars, Kuntsevich actually believes Russian military hardware and software companies are poised to take advantage.

One example: Russia’s affinity for dash-board-mounted video cameras is known to Americans mainly because of some hair-raising YouTube videos. But with today’s econom-ic circumstances, the companies making those cameras might see opportunities abroad, partic-ularly in a car-centric city like Los Angeles.

“How Russia can export all kinds of military stuff,” Kuntsevich said. “In surveillance tech and things like dash cams, Russian companies are pretty good. There’s a real market for that.”

**Double Time**

New luxury fitness chain Retro Fitness had a banner 2014. The firm’s total assets under management grew to $86.4 billion, up more than $14 billion over the year. And with Bill Gross’ unceremonious departure from Pacific Investment Management Co. in Newport Beach – and investor money follow-ing – the financial world has anointed DoubleLine’s flamboyant boss, Jeffrey Gundlach, as the new bond king.

DoubleLine has continued to ride that momentum by launching the Long Duration Total Return Bond Fund, which opened Dec. 15.

While the firm’s main fund has a fairly short duration of slightly more than three years, the new fund expects to put together an investment portfolio with an average duration of 10 years. In the bond world, duration is a measure of how long it takes for a bond to be repaid by its internal cash flows.

On Friday, the fund will open an office in Long Beach. Bonds with a longer duration are more vul-nerable to a rise in interest rates, which depress-es bond prices. But as rates have remained at their near-zero level even as the U.S. economy has rebounded, some investors might be losing their fear of an imminent rate hike in favor of the stability of a longer-term coupon.

Gundlach and DoubleLine portfolio manager Vitaliy Liberman will manage the new fund. It will invest primarily in securities backed by home mortgages guaranteed by government and quasi-government agencies such as Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.

**C-Suite News**

John Ahn, president of West L.A. broker-age and investment bank, B. Riley & Co., has joined the board of directors of Koreatown’s Hammi Financial Corp. … Wells Fargo & Co. has named David DiCristofaro lead region president for the greater L.A. area. … DiCristofaro has a 17-year veteran of the San Francisco financial giant, will oversee Los Angeles, Riverside and San Bernardino coun-ties … Rob Laughead has been named regional market manager for Citi Private Bank in Southern California and Arizona. Laughead, who has been at Citi since 2011, was formerly a New York investment firm Neuberger Berman.
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